Ask if necessary: With whom am I speaking? If more than one, enter the number of the one you consider to be the main respondent.

>HHRESP< Enter Person’s # [ ]

Check item HHC07: Go over all household members: For each a non-deleted person, goto Check item HHC10; at end goto Check item HHC15.

Check item HHC10: If AGE is between 16-64 goto HHC310; Else, goto HHC330.

HHC310. {Are/Is} {you/subject’s name} now on full-time active duty with the armed forces?

>NOWAF< (1) Yes (HHC320) (7) Refused (HHC330)
(2) No (HHC330) (9) DK (HHC330)

HHC320 Where {do/does} {you/subject’s name} usually live and sleep-- here or somewhere else?

>LIVE< (1) Here, living at home (7) Refused
(2) Somewhere else, not living at home (9) DK

Check item HHC11: If HHC320 equals to 2, delete this person from the household, then goto HHC310 for next person; Else if the person is a reference person and no answer in HHC410, delete the reference person flag, goto HHC330.

HHC330 Do any of these groups represent {subject’s name’s} national origin or ancestry?

FR: HAND FLASHCARD O.

FR: READ IF NECESSARY:

Puerto Rican Hispanic
Other Caribbean Mexican American
Chicano Cuban American
Cuban Other Latin American
Mexican/Mexicano Other Spanish or Hispanic

(Where did {subject’s name’s} ancestors come from?)

>ORIGIN< (1) Yes (HHC340) (7) Refused (HHC360)
(2) No (HHC360) (9) DK (HHC360)

HHC340 Please give me the number of the group.

(1) Puerto Rican (5) Mexican/Mexicano (9) Other Latin American (HHC350)
(2) Cuban (6) Mexican American (10) Other Spanish or Hispanic (HHC350)
(3) Cuban American (7) Chicano (97) Refused
(4) Other Caribbean (8) Hispanic (99) DK

[ ]>HISPAN_1< [ ]>HISPAN_2< [ ]>HISPAN_3<
[ ]>HISPAN_4< [ ]>HISPAN_5<

(Goto HHC360)
FR: SPECIFY THE OTHER LATIN AMERICAN, OR OTHER SPANISH OR HISPANIC.

>SPECH_1< Other Latin American: ______________________ (HHC.340)
>SPECH_2< Other Spanish or Hispanic: ____________________ (HHC.340)

HHC.360 What race {do/does} {you/subject's same} consider {yourself/himself/herself} to be?

FR: HAND FLASHCARD R.

(1) White
(2) Black/African American
(3) Indian (American)
(4) Eskimo
(5) Aleut
(6) Chinese
(7) Filipino
(8) Hawaiian
(9) Korean
(10) Vietnamese
(11) Japanese
(12) Asian Indian
(13) Samoan
(14) Guamanian
(15) Other Asian, Pacific Islander (HHC.370)
(16) Other (HHC.370)
(97) Refused
(99) DK

[] >RACE1<  [ ] >RACE2<  [ ] >RACE3<  [ ] >RACE4<  [ ] >RACE5

(Goto HHC.380)

HHC.370

FR: SPECIFY THE OTHER API OR RACE.

>RACSPY1< Other API: ________________________ (HHC.360)

FR: SPECIFY THE OTHER RACE.

>RACSPY2< Other Race: ________________________ (HHC.360)

Check item HHC13: If anyone in RACE1 to RACE5 is 2 set PSCREENIN to 1. If more than 1 entry in RACE1 to RACE5 goto MULTRAC.

HHC.380 Which one of these groups, that is (FR: READ GROUPS) would you say BEST represents {your/subject's name's} race?

>MULTRAC< (01-16) Race
(97) Refused
(99) DK

Check item HHC14: Loop to Check item HHC07 for the next person.

Check item HHC15: If SCR_STAT=2 (interviewed household), SCR_STAT=1 (screened household) or where anyone is Black (PSCREENIN=1) or Hispanic, goto HHC.390. If SCR_STAT=1 and no one in the household is Black or Hispanic goto EXIT.

Check item EXIT: Set outcome code and goto CLOSE2 in the BACK section of the survey questionnaire for the preparation of closing the interview.